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ABSTRACT
Multipath wireless communication can increase system-level demands on antenna radiation behavior, impedance
matching, and bandwidth requirements. Research with the Space Engineering Institute at Texas A&M University
has developed a novel antenna polarization reconfiguration system using nanoparticle dispersions. Potential
applications encompass space and military missions operating in harsh physical and electromagnetic surroundings,
multiple input and output (MIMO) systems, and cognitive radios. This paper will discuss the design, fabrication, and
reconfigurable performance of a single crossed-dipole microstrip antenna with pressure-driven and electrokinetic
manipulation of nanoparticle dispersions. Appropriately positioned gaps, on the crossed dipole, manage the
frequency and antenna polarization diversity. Analytical, simulated, and measured impedance, VSWR, and radiation
behavior results will be provided for an S-band design. These results are extended to consider the dielectrophoretic
effects on the dispersion from a low-frequency applied bias (up to 1 MHz) to change nanoparticle dispersions from
random homogeneous to quasi-ordered anisotropic dispersions changing the gap loading.
for students from underutilized groups to work in
applied engineering research projects related to the
space industry. The goals of the program are to attract,
retain, and train these students for successful careers in
space systems engineering. The SEI approach is to
utilize interdisciplinary and multilevel teams (from
freshmen to senior level) where students learn both
outside their majors and above their skill levels.
Upperclassmen and graduate students provide
mentorship that is essential to engage and retain these
students. Each team project requires expertise from
multiple engineering majors and is mentored, besides
the graduate student, by a NASA engineer and a Texas
A&M University (TAMU) faculty member. These
student projects have been selected with NASA‟s input
and take into consideration the Lunar Architecture
Technologies (LAT II) and Technology Prioritization
Plan (TPP II). Led by the Texas Engineering
Experiment Station, the SEI program includes student
teams from TAMU Commerce, TAMU College Station,
and TAMU Kingsville.

INTRODUCTION
Increasing development and experimentation with
software defined radio has enhanced the need for
conformable and versatile antennas outside the
traditional norm. Potential applications encompass
space and military missions operating in harsh physical
and electromagnetic surroundings, multiple input and
output (MIMO) systems, and cognitive radios [1].
Integrating reconfiguration switching technology for an
antenna design presents a fabrication challenge. A
recent work published [2] designed a dual linearly
polarized antenna using microelectromechanical
systems (RF MEMS) switches. The antenna has two
ports and both ports produced dual linear polarizations
for MIMO communication. Other designs integrate
reconfiguration mechanisms via integrated linear and
non-linear switching technologies. Examples include
PIN diodes [3]–[4], RF MEMS [5], and liquid metals
[6]. This paper introduces a surface-integrated fluidic
varactor capable of achieving the same switching
functionality as solid-state components with chemistry,
by utilizing varying nano-particle dispersion volume
fractions () and dielectrophoresis to control antenna
polarization characteristics.

This paper demonstrates the theoretical background and
design concepts and for applying microfluidic and
dielectrophoresis switching mechanisms directly to the
radiating elements. This design features a microstrip
cross-dipole design with a small gap separating the
center feed and elements. Two different mechanisms
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based on microfluidics and nano-particle dispersions
interact with the microstrip gap creating a fluidic
varactor. The first switching mechanism utilizes
particle aspect ratio differences and varying ( )
dispersions with random particle orientations. The
second
switching
mechanism
introduces
dielectrophoretic forces causing particle chaining across
the microstrip gap. Measured results are provided,
including VSWR and impedance.
NANO-DISPERSIONS
Nano-particle dispersion properties and volume fraction
() provide a degree of control and variance in RF
applications (e.g., reconfiguring a rigid antenna‟s
resonant frequency [6]–[7], a phase-reconfigurable
reflectarray antenna [8], antenna deformation [9], and
in a coaxial stub microfluidic impedance transformer
(COSMIX) [10]).

Figure 1: Maxwell Garnett rule for varying
geometries
Eq. 1 may be transformed to examine prolate spheroids,
multilayered
composite
particles,
and
other
arrangements. Figure 1 illustrates a common example
showing this flexibility applied to ellipsoidal
geometries (i.e., discs, needles, and spheres) with
varying aspect ratios [13]. These inclusion geometries
are assumed to be uniformly sized and randomly
orientated with a permittivity ε2 = 1000 inside a
medium material with ε1 = 2.1. Figure 1 shows the
colloid monodispersed 0.745 close-packed fill limit.
Colloid
polydispersity advances
beyond
the
monodispersed limit when varying diameter colloids
are introduced. Increasing  approaching and exceeding
the monodispersed limit increases the probability for
particle interactions (Van der Waals, etc.), potential
coagulation, and other effects that may cause clumping,
settling, and unfavorably high dispersion viscosities.
Using an ionic dispersant, or surfactant, creates an
electrical double layer and electrostatically stabilizes
the colloids (e.g., a like-charged, repulsive „shell‟
coating).

This letter focuses on solid-liquid dispersions produced
by nano-particles mixed into a low-loss non-aqueous
medium. These dispersions contain numerous nanoparticles, which increases inter-particle forces (through
multi-body interactions, percolation, etc.) and dictates
effective dispersion properties. Predicting these
properties and establishing models accounting for
complex interactive nano-scale behavior represents an
important step in fully utilizing these nano-dispersions
and remains an ongoing research area [11] – [12]. The
nano-dispersions are assumed homogeneous because
the Mie (resonant) scattering length and nano-scale
particle size ratio remains less than unity for the RF and
microwave spectra. Established mixing formulas [13]
accurately
approximate
the
magnetodielectric
dispersion properties. The Maxwell-Garnett Formula
[14] represents one such method that accurately
approximates the complex constitutive parameters. Eq.
1 illustrates the spherical (e.g., colloidal) inclusion
equation where the effective dispersion parameter seff
results from mixing the liquid s1 with a volume
fraction of colloidal material s2; the variable s
represents
the
complex
(lossy)
properties
s  s 1  j tan   (where s can independently denote 

DIELECTROPHORESIS
The phenomenon of dielectrophoresis can serve as a
useful method for particle manipulation and control. By
applying nonuniform electric fields to uncharged
dielectric particles, these particles can be displaced
towards or away from the maximum field intensity.
The classical mathematical expression [15] for
dielectrophoretic force on a spherical, dielectric particle
is shown in Eq. 2.
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where r, εm, εp, and E rms represent the particle radius,
medium permittivity, particle permittivity, and rms
value of electric field, respectively. Note that this force
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spherical inclusions. For the RVE to be periodic, each
of the spheres that intersect one or more faces of the
RVE must be replicated on the opposite face. The
periodic conditions allow the RVE to represent a much
larger system than itself, in such a way that the
capillary system domain can be represented by the
much smaller RVE domain.

is nonzero only in the presence of a nonuniform electric
field.
By applying a bias to the microfluidic system (and
therefore a nonuniform electric field), particles can be
manipulated into advantageous positions to change the
effective substrate permittivity and hence, the antenna
performance characteristics.

RVE‟s for volume fractions of 10%, 20%, 30%, and
40% were created. These are given in order from left to
right by increasing volume fraction in Figure 2.

EFFECTIVE PROPERTY SIMULATIONS
While classical mixing rules are beneficial, they have
limitations that make computer modeling preferable
under certain circumstances. For example, mixing rules
such as the Maxwell Garnett rule are less valid at high
volume fractions due to their negligence of interparticle effects. As some of the mixtures used in this
study have relatively high volume fractions (>30%),
computer modeling can be used for higher accuracy
over classical mixing rules.
These effective properties simulations were performed
in a three step process. First, Matlab was used to
generate a random, periodic distribution of spherical
particles. Next, this periodic distribution was output to
COMSOL [16], a commercial multiphysics finite
element program. Finally, COMSOL was used to
calculate the effective permittivity of the medium. In
this study, effective property simulations of barium
strontium titanate (BSTO) in a silicon oil medium were
conducted for volume fractions ranging from 10-40% in
10% increments.
Dispersion Periodic Model

Figure 2: MATLAB Random Periodic Distributions

As stated above, a MATLAB [17] program was created
to generate the random, periodic distribution of
particles within a specified volume fraction. The input
variables for the routine are particle radius, volume
fraction, and number of particles. The program then
generates a random distribution based on the given
parameters.

The geometry is then imported into COMSOL, where
the RVE is created. This is done by grouping all of the
imported objects and then discarding all spheres or
portions of spheres outside of the RVE cube. Then,
subdomain and boundary conditions are applied to the
RVE. The analysis process of a single RVE is shown in
Figure 3.

Due to the nature of nanoparticle suspensions, the
distribution of BSTO particles within the oil is
inherently random. In order to reflect the randomness of
the mixture in the simulation, the MATLAB algorithm
incorporated a random number generator to distribute
the spheres in a specified volume. The random number
generator uses a brute-force technique to insert spheres
into the volume. Consequently, the algorithm tends to
be less effective with high numbers of spheres or
volume fractions in excess of 50%.

Figure 3: Finite Element Solution Process
All spheres are assigned a dielectric constant of 1000
and the medium outside the spheres is assigned a
dielectric constant of 2.1. This is in accordance with the
real values of the dielectric constant for the BSTO and
the oil, respectively. Then, periodic boundary

The program also used a brute-force method to ensure
periodicity. In a periodic distribution, all inclusions can
be represented by a representative volume element, or
RVE. The RVE chosen for this case is a cube with
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Stokes and Moving Mesh modules of COMSOL were
used for solving this problem.

conditions were applied to the RVE so that COMSOL
can analyze the system as a periodic element. The
system is then meshed into thousands of elements so
that the problem can be solved by finite element
analysis. The solution yields the values of the electric
displacement in the x, y, and z directions for an element
of specified volume fraction and with a voltage gradient
in a single direction. After repeating this process for
voltage gradients in the two remaining Cartesian
directions, the entire effective permittivity matrix for
the element was determined.

Figure 5 gives snapshots of the fluid dynamics
simulation, with the colors indicating the velocity from
high (red) to low (blue). There is initially no flow
velocity and the flow increases according to a timedependent relationship. The model had to be solved
incrementally due to mesh failure.

Each of the four volume fractions of 10%, 20%, 30%,
and 40% were simulated for voltage gradients in the x,
y and z axes. This entire process was then repeated two
more times in order to create an average of the results.
In total, 36 separate simulations were performed,
resulting in the data given in Figure 4. In addition to the
effective permittivity for the x (11), y (22), and z (33)
directions in the element, the yellows line signifies the
average of the effective permittivity over all directions.
Also, the Maxwell Garnett mixing rule and percent
error between the isotropic average and Maxwell
Garnett mixing rule are plotted.

Time 0.01

Time 0.15

Time 0.18

Time 0.21

Time 0.25

Time 0.30

Figure 5: Fluid dynamics simulations

ANTENNA DESIGN AND CIRCUIT DETAILS
Antenna
The antenna is composed of two orthogonal microstrip
patch antennas shown in Figure 6. It was fabricated on
Duroid 5880 substrate with r = 2.2 and h = 1.57 mm
(approximately 0.013 0 at 2.45 GHz). The antenna was
excited using an SMA probe (diameter = 1 mm)
connected at the center between both patch antennas.
Four 0.3 mm gaps are located near the antenna center.
These gaps enable the structure to alternate
polarizations. Two switching systems are integrated on
this antenna for polarization reconfiguration. Both
mechanisms are based on microfluidics. To house the
nano-dispersions, a microfluidic network was designed
and tested using Inventor [18], Solidworks [19], and
COMSOL. Sylgard 184 [20] a.k.a PDMS (r = 2.66 and
tan = 0.03), was selected as the material for the
microfluidic cap. An adapter, 12.9 mm square,
interfaces with the PDMS microfluidic cap and
pumping systems. The first mechanism alternates
between high and low permittivity dispersions or fluids.
The second mechanism uses an applied electric field
biasing to alter particle alignment and grouping using
dielectrophoresis.

Figure 4: Effective Permittivity and Percent Error
vs. Volume Fraction
PARTICLE FLOW SIMULATION
The first switching mechanism for the antenna relies on
manipulating particle dispersion through fluidic
pumping. A dynamic simulation was performed to
better understand this process. Namely, the movement
of a particle being pumped through a curve in the
capillary system was analyzed. The ultimate goal of this
simulation is to ensure there is no particle
sedimentation through the capillaries. The work
presented here represents the initial framework.
The geometry for the fluid dynamics component is a
90° bend, which was chosen because the capillary
system has three such bends and are the most likely
areas for sedimentation. The Incompressible Navier-
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The channels were kept small to minimize the amount
of fluid required. More fluid used in the cap results in
greater change in the radiation pattern. The cap that
houses the channels also needs to have a low dielectric
constant and small volume, to attempt to minimize the
effect it has on the radiation pattern. An adapter was
needed to connect the channels to the tubing of the
pump due to a difference in diameter.
The team determined which shape the channels should
take so as to allow optimum fluid flow and prevent
blockages as much as possible. Models of the channels
were created in SolidWorks and then imported into
COMSOL's Navier Stokes module.

Figure 8: Solidworks Part with COMSOL Velocity
Distribution
Figure 8 gives the velocity distribution of flow through
the channels, with red representing the higher velocities
and the blue representing the lower velocities. Based on
the COMSOL analysis the channels were tweaked and
redefined. The final design was then sent to a rapid
prototyping machine for fabrication.

Figure 6: Cross-dipole CAD representation with
dimensions in mm
Microfluidic Flow Analysis

The final design uses clear PDMS as the medium.
PDMS is much easier to secure due to its flexibility and
transparency. To fabricate the cap, a mold is created by
the rapid prototyping machine which is then filled with
clear liquid PDMS, which is then allowed to cure for
several days. The PDMS cap was secured to the
antenna by applying a thinly-painted layer of wet
PDMS with a paintbrush and allowing it to dry for
several days. Once dry, the PDMS cap and the adapter
are then attached to the antenna with a watertight seal.
The final result is pictured below.

In order to contain the fluid used to change the effective
permittivity of the antenna, a system for containing and
transporting the fluid was required. The following
details the changes in the design and the process of
creating the final cap. The channel design is a square
that covers all four gaps. The dimensions for the
channel are given in Figure 7.

Antenna Fabrication
The antenna was milled from copper clad Duroid 5880
[21]. A small hole was drilled into the antenna center
and SMA probe soldered shown in Figure 9. The
microfluidic cap was created using an ABS plastic
PDMS negative. The PDMS cured at room temperature
for three days. A thin PDMS layer, used as an adhesive,
adhered the microfluidic cap and adapter to the antenna.
The PDMS and the adapter needed to be attached to the
antenna creating a watertight seal. Hot glue and model
glue did not create a watertight seal. The solution was

Figure 7: Channel design with dimensions in mm
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to secure the PDMS to the antenna by applying a thinly
painted PDMS layer with a paintbrush and dried for 12
to 24 hours at room temperature. If not enough PDMS
was applied, leaks and air pockets developed causing
the channels to seep liquid. Another obstacle was
keeping the PDMS out of the gaps. The smallest PDMS
amount in the gaps prevented the current from
radiating. Patience and persistence solved these
obstacles.

gap coupling depends on spacing and material
perturbation to increase coupling. For an 11 mil gap
spacing, a permittivity of 80 increases S21 transmission
coupling, shown in Figure 10, and connects the antenna
segments to the excitation.

Figure 10: Simulated microstrip gap coupling
Bias Network
The dielectrophoresis component used as the second
switch mechanism, requires the implementation of a
bias network. Designing the correct bias network
minimizes radiating aperture interference and protects
RF and microwave lab equipment. The mictrostrip
cross-dipole has four integrated bias networks and a
central bias location at the SMA probe seen in Figure
11. RF chocks and DC blocks protect the antenna and
lab equipment.

Figure 9: Fabricated cross-dipole
Microstrip Gaps
Each patch antenna was divided into three segments.
These antenna segments isolate the excitation by an 11
mil (0.3 mm) separation. Activating one polarization
requires shorting two parallel gaps. A microstrip gap
operates with an odd and even mode. An odd mode
places a magnetic wall, open circuit, perpendicular and
between microstrip discontinuities. An even mode
places an electric wall, short circuit, perpendicular and
between discontinuities. The microstrip patch cavity
model [22] uses magnetic walls or boundaries as
radiating apertures. The mictrostrip patch and
microstrip gap together are odd mode coupled devices.

A eff/4 microstrip line connects the antenna segment to
the AC voltage source. This eff/4 high impedance (170
Ohms) transmission line and 10k Ohm resistor act as an
RF choke protecting the voltage source and making the
entire bias network impedance appear invisible to the
antenna. A 5.6 pF capacitor was added as a DC block.
The manufactured capacitor was 0.5 mm x 1 mm and
the resistor was 1 mm x 2 mm. The capacitor was
shorted to the ground plane by a via. The resistor was
connected to the voltage source by a second via. The
vias were placed away from the radiating apertures to
mitigate radiation interference.

The antenna in Figure 6 has four microstrip gaps
represented using the pi circuit model in Figure 10. A
microstrip line discontinuity causes fringing
capacitance between the line and ground plane.
Electrically removing the discontinuity requires
increasing the coupling capacitance between line
segments. The resistor in the circuit model represents
the material losses. The gap operates similar to a
reverse biased varactor. A varactor varies capacitance
based on the applied voltage. When a forward bias is
applied, the varactor acts as a short. With a reverse
biased voltage, the varactor operates as a variable
capacitance. Reducing the reversed biased voltage
reduces the capacitance forming a short. The microstrip
Goldberger
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Figure 11: Cross-dipole CAD representation with
bias networks
OPERATION AND RESULTS
Figure 12 provides the simulated input impedance for
both polarization-switching mechanisms. Figure 13
shows the simulated VSWR comparing the fluid
displacement mechanism with the electrokinetic
switching mechanism. Figures 14 – 15 present the
simulated radiation patterns for two primary elevation
cut-planes ( = 00 and  = 900) in both polarization
switching mechanisms. In each figure, three different
patterns are provided to compare switching mechanisms
and polarization. Figure 13 (a) and (b) shows the
resonant frequency for both mechanisms at 2.45 GHz
and both x and y linear polarizations agree. The 2:1
VSWR impedance bandwidth is 21 MHz for both
mechanisms.
Increasing
the
nano-dispersion
permittivity above 80 lowers the antenna‟s resonant
frequency.

Figure 23: Simulated VSWR for (a) fluid
displacement and (b) electrokinetic
Figures 14 – 15 present three different radiation
patterns. Figures 14 and 15 (a) shows the antenna
radiation status when no polarization has been
activated. Figure 14 (b) displays the patterns for x
polarization and Figure 14 (c) the y polarization for the
fluid displacement switching. Figure 15 (b) shows the
electrokinetic radiation patterns for the x polarization
and Figure 15 (c) y polarization. The antenna design
has a directivity of 5.6 dB.
Comparing Figures 14 - 15 (b), shows an increase in
cross-polarization. The cross-polarization also increases
comparing Figure 14 (c) and Figure 15 (c). The
integrated bias network for electrokinetic design directs
and reflects the radiated current enhancing the crosspolarization but not increasing beyond -20dB. The
increased cross-polarization was expected and the bias
network was designed to minimize radiation pattern
interference.

Figure 12: Simulated impedance for both
polarization-switching mechanisms
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Figure 14: Simulated fluid displacement radiation
patterns

Figure 15: Simulated electrokinetic radiation
patterns
Figure 16 provides the measured input impedance and
VSWR for the fluid displacement mechanisms. The
experiment was conducted by alternating immiscible
fluids, a petroleum distillate oil (r ~ 2.1) and deionized
water (r ~80). Figure 16 (a) and (b) shows the resonant
frequency for both mechanisms at 2.74 GHz and both x
and y linear polarizations agree. The water-tight seal
failed during the experiment causing water to leak into
an adjacent channel section. The water forced the oil to
move into another channel section leaving three
consecutive sections containing water. The added
impedance from the additional antenna segment
reduced the impedance match. Because the water was
seeping into another channel, part of one gap was not
completely covered. This caused a reduction in
coupling changing the antenna‟s length. Nonetheless,
the fabricated antenna successfully demonstrated the
concepts of using a fluidic varactor to switch
polarizations.
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(a) x-polarized

(b) y-polarized
Figure 16: Measured fluid displacement VSWR and
impedance
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